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Abstract

This paper describes a mid-semester evaluation instrument used effectively for continuous
improvement in a required sophomore course in electrical engineering.  The instrument is simple
in that it contains only six questions and takes no more than 10 minutes to complete.  The
instrument is scary in that the questions invite candid responses from students that might
possibly injure an instructor’s ego.   After manually performing content analysis on the four
open-ended questions in the survey, the instructor can obtain a clear picture of the strengths and
weaknesses of the course.  Results of surveys from three recent semesters demonstrate the value
of this instrument.

I. Introduction

The goal of teaching is that students learn.  This goal is never perfectly achieved, but is rather
something toward which an instructor continually strives.   Moreover, this goal is not fixed, as
students, technology, resources, and markets play an important role in determining both what and
how students learn.  Thus, a philosophy of continuous improvement in undergraduate education
is vital to continued success in curriculum development1.  A mid-semester course evaluation
permits adjustments to the course before a course is completed.

II. The Evaluation Instrument

The evaluation instrument for Electronics I, a required sophomore electrical engineering course
taught at New Mexico State University, has only six questions, three of which pertain to an
accompanying laboratory.  The laboratory makes up approximately one fourth of the student’s
grade and is mandatory for successful completion of the course.  If a course does not have an
accompanying laboratory, these three questions could be omitted.  Alternately, these questions
can be replaced with other ones focusing on another major component of the course, e.g.,
projects, homework, or recitations.

The six questions are:

1. Write one or more things about the laboratory that are good.
2. Write one or more things about the laboratory that need improvement.
3. Average number of hours spent per week on lab outside of lab time.
4. Write two or more things about the class that are good.
5. Write two or more things about the class that need improvement.
6. Average number of hours spent per week on the class outside of class time.



These six questions fill one side of a letter-sized piece of paper.

This instrument is based on one shown to the author by Philip De Leon, an instructor at New
Mexico State University2.   Through several years of experience developing the instrument, I
recommend the following guidelines in its use:

• The class size should be moderate to large, i.e., greater than 25 students.  In that way,
students will sense that it is very unlikely that the instructor could associate a
particular response with a particular student. Moreover, the responses will have
greater statistical significance as the number of responses grow and show overlap.

• Let the instrument be a surprise.  Administer it 1/2 to 2/3 of the way through the
semester, after at least one exam and after the last day to withdraw from the class.

• Do the evaluation instrument during class time.  The students will feel it is more
important if the instructor is willing to give up lecture time.  Moreover, the number of
completed surveys will be much higher than if the instrument were given as a take-
home assignment.

• Leave the room while they are taking it and have a student in the class collect them.
• For an even greater sense of security, have someone the students trust, such as a

department secretary or student leader, type the written responses into a database and
throw away the originals.  In that way, someone’s handwriting is not known.

Thus far, I have not followed the last guideline.

III. Performing Content Analysis

It is recommended that you do not look at the student responses until approximately two days
after the instrument was given.  In addition, ensure that you are in a relaxed mood.    Do not
allow your ego to be inflated or crushed by their responses.

As you read through the responses, assign a category name for each type of comment that
pertains to a specific attribute of the course3.   For every new or different comment, assign a new
category name and place a single tick mark beside the name.  For every comment that is the
same as or very similar to an existing category, tally another tick mark beside that name.
Eventually, in my experience, categories with two or more tick marks will emerge.  Categories
with the greatest number of tick marks represent the major strengths and weaknesses of the
course.  Note that the larger the number of total responses, the more accurate and all-
encompassing the evaluation of the course becomes.

The two questions concerning the hours spent on the course can be analyzed in a spreadsheet by
calculating the sample mean and standard deviation.

One week after administering the evaluation instrument, share with the students the major
criticisms of the laboratory and class, both positive and negative. Be sure to thank them for their
honest input, since it will help improve the course for them and for future students.

IV. Results from Three Semesters

The evaluation instrument in the form described earlier in this paper has been in use for three
semesters at New Mexico State University in the course Electronics I.  Tables 1 through 6



Table 1
Things Good about Class and Laboratory, Fall 1998 (N=34)

Question 1. Things Good about  Laboratory Question 4. Things Good about Class
Organization of Lab Assignments (10) Lecture Clear or Well Organized (18)
Good Lab Equipment (10) Asking Students Questions (15)
Lab Material Aids in Lecture Material (10) Good Examples in Class (7)
Lab Assistants Explain Material Well (7) Well Organized Course Material and Assignments

(7)

Table 2
Instructor Responses to Things Needing Improvement, Fall 1998 (N = 34)

Question 2. Things Needing
Improvement in Laboratory

Instructor Response to Things Needing Improvement in
Laboratory

Errors or Ambiguities in Lab
Assignments (12)

Take greater responsibility for assuring that errors and ambiguities are
corrected in the lab assignments.  At least one lab assistant will
review assignments before they’re distributed.

Lab Equipment is Poor (8) Lab assistants will notify technicians immediately when a piece of lab
equipment fails.  Department will place new 2nd digital multi-meter on
each bench.

Poor Explanations of Lab
Assistants (8)

Demonstrate for the lab assistants how to teach during a small portion
of the lab time, rather than only respond to student questions or needs.

Need more Time to Make Lab
Reports (7)

Focus and reduce the length of time required to complete lab reports.

Question 4. Things Needing
Improvement in Class

Instructor Response to Things Needing Improvement in Class

Weekly Quizzes too Complex
(6)

Increase the maximum possible score on quizzes from 11 to 12.
Encourage students to spend more time preparing for quizzes and
spending less time on homework.

Practice Exam not Similar to
Exam (5)

Somewhat intentional.  The questions are not similar, but the
difficulty and the range of questions should be the same.

Homework too Difficult (4) Look through the solutions manual when assigning problems to verify
correct level of difficulty.  Reduce the number of assigned weekly
problems from 6 to 5.

Challenging and Long Exams (4) Slightly reduce the complexity of exams.

summarize results from fall 1998, spring 1999, and fall 1999 offerings of the course. Tables 1, 3,
and 5 contain the top four responses for “things good” in the laboratory and class, corresponding
to questions 1 and 4 of the survey.  The total number of tick marks for each column is indicated
in parenthesis.  Tables 2,4, and 6 contain the top four responses for “things needing
improvement” in the laboratory and class, corresponding to questions 2 and 5.  The second
column in these tables is the response chosen by the instructor for each negative criticism.   The
intention of the instructor response is to ameliorate the concerns of the students and make minor
improvements or adjustments to the course.

Numerical responses to questions 3 and 6 are summarized in Table 7, for spring and fall 1999
semesters only.  Questions 3 and 6 were mistakenly omitted from the fall 1998 survey.



V. Discussion

It is helpful to look through a series of evaluation results in order to determine the effect of
adjustments made to the laboratory and class.  For example, consider the most serious concern of
students about the laboratory from Table 2 (fall 1998): Errors or Ambiguities in Lab
Assignments.  Twelve of thirty-four respondents, or 35%, list it as something needing
improvement.  The instructor’s response was to take greater responsibility for assuring that errors
and ambiguities are corrected in lab assignments prior to distribution.  In Table 4 (spring 1999),

Table 3
Things Good about Class and Laboratory, Spring 1999 (N=31)

Question 1. Things Good about  Laboratory Question 4. Things Good about Class
Hands-on Experience (12) Lecture Clear or Well Organized (8)
Good Application of Class Material in Lab (6) Interesting Material (7)
Having Two Weeks to Complete Each Lab (3) Asking Students Questions (6)
Wide Variety of Electronic Components in Kits (2) Good Textbook (7)

Table 4
Instructor Responses to Things Needing Improvement, Spring 1999 (N = 31)

Question 2. Things Needing
Improvement in Laboratory

Instructor Response to Things Needing Improvement in
Laboratory

Lab Assistants are Not Helpful
(11)

Hire former undergraduate students as lab assistants who are adept at
communicating technical material to peers.  More carefully screen
graduate lab assistants

Lab Assistants Not Prepared (9) Insist that graduate lab assistants do the lab prior to the students.
Lab Assistants Hard to
Understand Orally (6)

More carefully screen lab assistants.  Move grad assistants with heavy
foreign accents to smaller courses.

Poor Lab Equipment (5) Department upgrade and network all computers in the laboratory so
that simulations can be performed during lab.

Question 4. Things Needing
Improvement in Class

Instructor Response to Things Needing Improvement in Class

Homework Assignments too
Long (7)

Look through the solutions manual when assigning problems to verify
correct level of difficulty.

Class Time too Early (4) Move class time from 8:30am MWF to 9:30am. MWF
Pace of Material too Fast (3) Omit tangential topics, such as Zener diodes and high-frequency

transistor models, so that important topics can be treated more slowly
and carefully.

Quizzes too Broad (2) No change in quizzes.

Table 5
Things Good about Class and Laboratory, Fall 1999 (N=37)

Question 1. Things Good about  Laboratory Question 4. Things Good about Class
Hands-on Experience (9) Lecture Clear or Well Organized (12)
Lab Assistants Helpful (9) Students Learn a Lot (12)
Application of Class Material in Lab (6) Good Examples in Class (5)
Designing Circuits (5) Asking Students Questions (5)



Table 6
Instructor Responses to Things Needing Improvement, Fall 1999 (N = 37)

Question 2. Things Needing
Improvement in Laboratory

Instructor Response to Things Needing Improvement in
Laboratory

Easier Lab Reports (10) Reduce the number of sections in the lab report.  Provide sample lab
report to students to help guide them.  Reduce the number of
simulations

Lab Assignments too Long (5) Reduce the length of lab assignments by 20%, in order that groups are
more likely to finish on time.

Clearer Lab Assignments (4) Continue having at least one lab assistant read through and correct lab
assignments.

Not Enough Lab Assistants (4) Provide a dedicated lab assistant on Friday afternoon’s make-up lab
period.

Question 4. Things Needing
Improvement in Class

Instructor Response to Things Needing Improvement in Class

Homework Grading too Strict or
Inconsistent (4)

Randomly check the grading scheme of the grader.  Insist that he
work our problems before grading them.

Shorter Homework Assignments
(4)

Reduce the number of complex homework problems compared to the
number of straightforward problems.

Practice Exams more like Exams
(4)

Somewhat intentional.  Ask students during exam review session to
guess what will be on the exam but make no adjustments to the exam.

Instructor More Helpful during
Office Hours (4)

Close office door during times of intense work on other projects.
Verify helpful attitude when student come in.

Table 7
Summary of Numerical Results for Spring and Fall 1999

3. Hours Spent on Laboratory 6. Hours Spent on Class
Semester Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Spring 1999 5.1 2.6 11.6 7.3
Fall 1999 5.9 3.3 7.3 3.0

this category is not listed among the top four things needing improvement, largely, I believe,
because other, more serious concerns about the quality and preparation of lab assistants eclipsed
any mention of lab assignments.  However, in Table 6 (fall 1999), the concern for more clarity in
lab assignments emerges as far less critical than in Table 2.  Indeed, only 4 of 37, or 11%, of
respondents list it as something needing improvement compared to 35% in Table 2.  We
conclude, therefore, that the instructor’s response to the concern about “Errors or Ambiguities in
Lab Assignments” was effective.

Similarly, as another example, consider the most serious concern of students about the class from
Table 2: Weekly Quizzes too Complex.  Six of thirty-four respondents, or 18%, list it as
something needing improvement.  The instructor’s response was to increase the maximum
possible score on quizzes and to encourage students to spend more time preparing for quizzes.
In Table 4, we see the concern over quizzes reduce to 2 of 31 respondents, or 6%.  We do not see
quizzes listed as one of the top four categories needing improvement in Table 6.  Again, we
conclude that the corrective measure chosen by the instructor was effective.



The data from Table 7 indicate that the total mean number of hours spent on the course outside
of scheduled class and lab time fell from 16.7 hours during spring 1999 to 13.2 hours during fall
1999.  Students meet for 3 hours weekly in class and 3 hours weekly in the laboratory.  It is
probably desirable that the average number of hours spent on this 4-credit course outside of the
scheduled times be from 6 to 10 hours.  Clearly, this course still falls far outside this normal
range.

Why do we ask students to affirm good attributes about the laboratory and course?  This
information does not appear to be necessary to make improvements to the course.  I see two
important reasons.  The first is that we are not looking for a list of complaints.  Instead, we want
students to provide a careful evaluation of the course, which must have both strengths and
weaknesses.  The second reason is that sometimes a particular aspect of the course appears as
both a strength and a weakness.  The best example I can provide is something good about the
class that appears in Tables 1, 3, and 5: Asking Students Questions.  I ask students questions
sequentially according to a seating chart while doing examples during lecture time.  Although the
percentage of students listing it as a strength appears to be dropping over the three semester, it
consistently rates as one of the top four attributes of the class.  On the other hand, if I consider
responses of students that were not among the top four things needing improvement to the class,
at least one student per semester expressed feelings of stress or belittlement as a result of being
asked thoughtful questions in class.  What do I conclude?  The good of requiring students to
interact with the lecture material and professor in class outweighs the negative feelings this
process illicits in some students.

VI. Summary

A simple evaluation instrument has been effective for helping to continuously improve a
sophomore electrical engineering course at New Mexico State University.  This instrument can
be scary since the questions invite candid responses from students.  Results from three semesters
demonstrate the effectiveness of the survey.
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